
Who drinks it | Men and women who are willing to date and 
be passionate.
Hour | At the moment of being alone with each other.
Flavor | Romance of the moment.
Goes well with... Passion, fun and adventure.

You are with the one person you truly wanted to be with. 
You are in the right place, gazing into each other’s eyes, two 
halves of one same desire. With the night as a backdrop, 
appetites go beyond the savouring of a good meal. This wine 
cannot survive without passion. It is a three-way relation. 
DINE WITH ME TONIGHT is the perfect accomplice for 
moments of thundering passion.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS WINE WITH SPIRIT
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It is a three-way relation.
Is the perfect accomplice 
for moments of thundering 
passion



WINE WITH SPIRIT, S.A.
Classification | Tejo Regional Wine

Type | white wine

Grape varieties | 40% Fernão Pires | 40% Arinto | 20% Malvasia 

Soil | Schistose 

Winemaking | Destemming, cold settling, skin maceration, pressing, 
must decantation, temperature-controlled fermentation in 
stainless steel tanks and in new American and French oak 
barrels. Six months in stainless steel tanks and in new American 
and French oak barrels, with ageing on fine lees.

Color | Crystal clear, light straw color with green hues

Bouquet | This wine has an intense bouquet with notes of 
tropical and citrus fruits and a fresh, balanced and intense flavor

Taste | In the mouth, we feel an intense, fresh and balanced 
palate

Aftertaste | Termina com um final intenso e persistente

Food Pairing | Perfect for moments for two. It is perfect as a 
starter or to be served with fish or grilled white meat dishes
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Alcohol Content Total Acidity Total Sugars pH

13,0% 74 meq/l 4 g/l -

750 ml 5600228155091 15600228155098

BOTTLE CAPACITY BOTTLE BOX OF 6 BOTTLES
LOGISTICAL INFO


